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Abst rac t - -An  analysis of various arithmetic averaging procedures is undertaken for an approxi- 
mate Riemann solver for the one-dimensional Eu er equations governing the compressible f ow of an 
ideal gas. This study draws on earlier work for both the reduced set of equations governing shal- 
low water flows and the full Euler equations, and is ultimately intended for use with the equations 
governing two-dimensional steady and unsteady compressible f ows. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [1], an approximate Riemann solver was presented for the one-dimensional 
Euler equations which had good shock capturing properties, and was designed to be computa- 
tionally efficient hrough the extensive use of an arithmetic average of flow variables across cell 
interfaces. The subsequent aim was to extend this work to the two- and three-dimensional Euler 
equations using the technique of operator splitting. The first stage in this process was a study of 
arithmetic averaging for a simplified set of equations in two dimensions [2], namely the shallow 
water equations for steady, supercritical f ows, where terms such as those arising in the two- 
dimensional Euler equations also appear. This gave rise to an increase in the flexibility allowed 
for the choice of expressing differences in flux quantities in terms of differences of primitive and 
conserved variables. In this paper, we exploit this freedom for the one-dimensional equations 
first, with the subsequent intention of examining the implications for real gases and for higher 
dimensions. We discuss a number of alternative formulations, any one of which could prove useful 
in the achievement of this goal. We also take advantage of a simpler method for identifying the 
eigenvalues of the approximate Jacobian matrices when determining the required averages. 
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The one-dimensional Euler equations governing the compressible flow of an ideal gas can be 
written in conservation form as 
wt + fx = 0, (2.1) 
where 
w = (p, pu, e) T, (2.2) 
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f(w) = (pu ,p+ pu2, u(e + p)) r ,  and (2.3) 
p 1 2 
e = - -  + (2.4) 
7-  1 5 pu ' 
The quantities (p ,u ,p ,e)  = (p ,u ,p ,e ) (x , t )  represent the density, velocity, pressure, and total 
energy of the fluid, respectively, at a general position x and at time t. The constant ? denotes 
the ratio of specific heat capacities of the fluid. 
3. JACOBIAN MATRICES AND STRUCTURE 
If we denote u = (p,u,p)  T, the vector of primitive variables, which plays a key role in the 
subsequent development of the averages of flow variables, then two Jacobian matrices which 
result are 
The "usual" Jacobian matrix that is quoted 
ow (: 0 0) 
- p 0 , and (3.1) 
P -~u 12  
5u pu 
Of u2 2pu 1 . (3.2) 
Q-  Ou - 1 3 3 pu2 "rp "r'~ 
:U ~ "~ 7-1 *y-1 
for this system of equations is, therefore, 
= Qp-1  (7-3)u2 (3 - 7)u 7 - 1 (3.3) 
2 a 2 ' 
~-2 3 _ ua__! (3-22~) u 2 + 7u 2 U 7_ 1 "~-1 
of of( ) 
A-ow-Ou -~u 
where the sound speed, a, is given by 
a 2 ~P 
P 
The eigenvalues and (right) eigenvectors of A are then 
(3.4) 
A1 =u+a,  el = 1 ,u+a,  7_  1 + u2Tua  , (3.5a) 
( a2 1 2 )7- 
A2=u-a ,  e2= 1 ,u -a ,  7_ l+-~u -ua  , and (3.5b) 
T 
~3----U, e3---- ( l ,u ,  lu  2) (3.5c) 
We note also that an associated matrix is o) 
A=p-1Q= u P , 
pa 2 u 
(3.6) 
whose eigenvalues coincide with those of A. This can be seen by direct evaluation. This obser- 
vation is of importance when discussing the analogous discrete case in Section 5. 
4. APPROXIMATE R IEMANN SOLVER 
~ w(x j ,  tn) of (2.1) to consist of a set of piecewise We consider the approximate solution wj 
constant states, and solve approximately the associated linearised Riemann problems at the 
interface separating adjacent states and defined by 
wt + iw~ = o. (4.1) 
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n n The approximate Jacobian ,4 A(WL,  wl~), where WL ------ wj_ 1, wR ------ w j ,  is an average of the 
continuous Jacobian (3.3) evaluated either side of the interface separating WL and wa,  and is 
constructed so that shock capturing is automatic; in particular, 
AAw = Af, (4.2) 
where A(.) = (')R - (')L, W and f are given in (2.2)-(2.3). 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF A. 
To begin the process of determining the matrix A satisfying (4.2), we observe first that we 
could equivalently seek matrices 15 and (~ such that 
15Aq = Aw and (~Aq = Af, (5.1) 
for any jump Aq, where q is any vector. Hence, by combining (4.2) and (5.1), 
~--- 015 -1  • (5.2) 
For simplicity of the resulting scheme, we choose q = u = (p,u,p) T, the vector of primitive 
variables. This means, in particular, that t5 and Q are approximations to the Jacobians P - Ow -o---~ 
and Q = of in Section 3. We examine the problem of the determination f 15 and Q, and hence/i ,  
in detail in Section 8. 
6. ALTERNATIVE  PROCEDURE 
In the determination of t 5 and (~, and hence ill, it will be necessary to allow some degree of 
freedom in the choice of averages o that the resulting approximate igenvalues, which are a 
key feature of the numerical scheme, are as simple as possible. This will result in an efficient 
algorithm. The freedom of choice can be narrowed down further once the specific form of the 
approximate igenvalues i known. Thus, an important part of the derivation of the required 
averages is the algebraic alculation of the eigenvalues of -4 = (~15-i. It is evident from the 
continuous case alone that the determination of the eigenvalues of the matrix .4 in (3.6) is far 
simpler than the corresponding problem for the matrix A in (3.3) but importantly, A and ,4 
have the same eigenvaiues, and we seek to carry this property over to the discrete case. We 
demonstrate his contrast in complexity for the continuous case first of all. 
Consider [`4 - All, for which 
u-A  p 0 ) 
! 0 u -A  p 
0 pa 2 u - A 
= tA  - = (u  - ( (u  - - a2) ,  (6.1) 
directly, so that the eigenvalues of A (and hence A) are 
Ai = u + a, u. (6.2) 
The expansion of [A -AI [ ,  where A is given in (3.3) is more cumbersome. This point can also be 
demonstrated for the simpler set of equations governing unsteady, shallow water flows, for which 
T 
w ---~ (¢, ~bu) T , f ~- I~bu, I¢2 ~ ¢u2 , (6.3) 
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where u is the velocity and ¢ is proportional to the height. The corresponding matrices P and Q, 
where w = (¢, u) T, are 
(: 0) 
P= 0u ¢ , and (6.4) 
Q= +u 2 2 , so that (6.5) 
0, ( 0 ,) : )  (00) 
A = ow = Q P -  I = ¢ - u 2 2u ' 
Thus in this case, 
[A -A I [  = -A(2u - A) - ¢ + u 2, (6.7) 
and it is necessary to complete the square on the right-hand side to determine the eigenvalues. 
For A, however, 
IA -  AI I= (u - A) 2 - ¢, (6.8) 
and thus, the eigenvalues are given by 
= u ± v~,  (6.9) 
straightaway. This may seem a trivial point here, but is of immense value in the discrete case, 
particularly when an element of choice remains in the averaging in the Jacobian A. 
Moving on to the discrete case, if we wish to construct .4 in such a way that its eigenvalues are 
as simple possible to determine and efficient o compute, then it is necessary to consider solutions 
of 
~,  = ~, ,  (6.10) 
where A~, ~i are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, of .4. This matrix is given by 
/i = ~p-1 ,  (6.11) 
where/5, ~ satisfy (5.1). Substituting (6.11) in (6.10), however, yields 
(~p- le  i = ~iei, and hence, (6.12) 
/5-1Qri = A~ri, where ~i = P- l~i .  (6.13) 
Therefore, the matrix .A = /5-1(~ has the same eigenvalues as A. It is this matrix that we 
examine in Section 8, since the characteristic polynomial J4 - AII is easier to analyse than the 
corresponding one IA - A1 I. This point is again demonstrated to good effect for the shallow water 
equations (2.1), where w and f are given in (6.3). 
Consider the particular averaging for (6.3) utilising the identities 
A¢ = A¢, A(¢u) = fiA¢ + q~Au, and A (¢2) = 2¢A¢, (6.14) 
z~ (¢,~) = ~¢ + $~ (u 2) = ~A¢ + 25~u,  
where the overbar denotes the arithmetic mean of left and right states, i.e., i ---- (1/2)((*)R+(*)L). 
In this case, the matrices/5 and (~ in (5.1), with q -- u = (¢, u) T are 
(1  ¢ )  t5= ~ , 
Thus, the matrices .4 and ~ are 
~)= ¢+~2 25~ (6.15) 
1) 
2fi ' .4 = - -  (6.16) 
1 + u2_~2 ¢ 
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so that 
_ 
after completing the square, and 
_ 
+ fi2 _ ~-~, 
+ ~2 _ u"~, 
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(6.17) 
(6.18) 
directly, without the intermediate step. 
In either case, the eigenvalues of A and A are 
i i  -~ ~~ ~¢- -~ u2 - u2 = ~'~ i¢ -{ -  l (Au)2.  (6.19) 
The very fact that fi appears on the diagonal of A means that no factorisation is necessary, and 
we expect this feature to be carried over to the case of the Euler equations where there is a 
greater degree of freedom for the corresponding expressions to (6.14). 
7. TWO E IGENVALUE RESULTS 
Before examining the principle purpose of this paper, namely the analysis of a number of 
arithmetic averaging procedures for the Euler equations of Section 2, we prove two simple results 
on the eigenvalues of two matrices which are then used in the following section. 
The first result is that x is one of the eigenvalues of the matrix ( o0) 
1 (7.1) M= x ¥ , 
d x 
if and only if c -- 0. This is easily proved by considering the characteristic polynomial 
IM  - )~I I = (x - ~)3 _ d (x _ )~) _ ab(x - ~) + c, (7.2) 
a 
and thus, A = x if and only if c = 0. 
The second result is that x is one of the eigenvalues of the matrix 
N = y , (7.3) 
c 
(7.4) 
if and only if b -- 0. Again, by considering 
c IN-&I I=(x-&)[(y-£)(z-A)-a]-b,  
and thus, ~ = x if and only if b = 0. 
8. DETERMINAT ION OF 
In this section, we examine the various arithmetic averaging procedures that can be applied to 
the Euler equations. The aim is to choose that procedure which gives the matrix .4 its simplest 
possible form, and in particular, eigenvalues of simple form. To achieve this, we look instead at 
the matrix fi,, since its eigenvalues are those o f / i  and are easier to determine in general. 
We begin by considering Aw where w = (p, pu, e) "v, and rewrite in terms of Au, where 
u -- (p, u, p)m. First, we have identities 
Ap = Ap, A(pu) = ~Ap + pAu, (8.1) 
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where 
1 = ~(pL + pR), 
For the third component, we have 
1 = ~(uL + uR). 
and there is some degree of freedom allowed for expressing the latter term in terms of Ap and Au. 
In [1], the expression 
A (pu :) = ~Ap + pA (,,~) = ~ap + 2~ au, (8.3) 
where u -~ -- (1/2) (u 2 + u2), was utilised, whereas in [2], the alternative 
A(p~ 2) = "~Au + ~fiAu + fi2Ap = fi'~Au + ~fiAu + fi2Ap = fi2Ap + 2~Au,  (8.4) 
1 p--5 1 
p~ = ~ (pLuL + pRUR) , ~ = --,p C~ = ~ (~ + ~), 
was proposed. Thus in (8.2), there are two obvious choices for A(pu2), namely (8.3) and (8.4). 
We shall, therefore, write 
(pu2) =aAp + 2~au, (8.5) 
for the expression in (8.2), so that 
Ae- -  Ap 1 - 7 -----~ + ~aAp + flAu, (8.6) 
where either 
a=u -~ and/3=tif f ,  o ra=~2 and/3=p5,  (8.7) 
The corresponding matrix/5 for which Aw =/sAu is then 
(io 0) P = /5 0 , (8.8) 
by utilising (8.1) and (8.6), where a and/3 are given by (8.7). The inverse of/5 is 
( 1 0 0) 
/5-1 = "O,fi !,~ 0 . (8.9) 
Turning now to the vector f = (pu, p+pu 2, u(e+p)) T, writing Af  in terms of Au can be achieved 
by utilising (8.1) for the first component, and then for the second 
(8.1o) 
as in (8.5), where a and fl are given by (8.7). It is important o note, however, that it is not 
necessary to choose the same pairing for a and /3 in (8.7) as in (8.10). Finally, for the third 
component, 
\"y - 1 + ~ pu ] 
1A _ 7 tAp+ 7 l i~Au+ (pu 3) (8.11) 
9 ' -1  ~-  2 ' 
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where it is necessary now to consider the last term A(pu3). In [1], the following was used 
A (pu s) = ~-3Ap + 3~2&u,  where (8.12) 
- i ~ I (4  +~u.  + 4)  u~ : ~ (u 3 +u~) ,   = ~ 
Three obvious alternatives are apparent, however, the first of which is 
- -2 ~ I (2~ +~) .  (8.13) A (pu 3) = ~u2Ap + 3fi~ Au, where = 
The second and third both result from writing 
a (~3)  = a (pu2.u) = pu2au + ~A (~2) ,  
and then employing one of the alternatives for A(pu 2) as indicated above. Thus, either 
A (p'tt 3) = ?~U-2Ap -{- 3pfi Au, u = g + 2~2 , (8.14) 
or 
where 
A (pu 3) = ~3/kp + 3fi~2Au, (8.15) 
(i o) ¢)= 2~ 1 , 
2 "~-I 
where ~ and ~ are as described in (8.10). 
(8.18) 
However, we observe that the coefficient of Ap in both (8.13) and (8.14) is the same, so that 
these expressions are equivalent, and only three choices remain for A(pu3), namely (8.12), (8.13) 
and (8.15). It is easily checked that the coefficients of Au in (8.13) and (8.14) are identical since 
~2 =2 
i.e., u = u , where we have applied the identity 
-~ - gT) = -~(aR -- aL)(bR -- bL) = AaAb,  
in the case a = p, b = u 2 and a = p, b = u, together with A(u 2) = 2~Au. 
We now see that there are three straightforward choices for A(pu 3) in (8.11), namely (8.12), 
(8.13) and (8.15), and we shall, therefore, write 
A (pu 3) = CAp + 3~Au, (8.16) 
for the expression in (8.11), so that 
A(u(e  + p)) = Ap  + + - -  Au  + ~fAp ,  (8.17) 
- -  _~2 - -  _ :2  
where either ~ = u 3 and e = pu , or ~ = ~2 and ~ : /~2, or ~ : ~3  and ~" = p~ . The 
corresponding matrix Q for which Af  = QAu is then 
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Summarising, we have two choices for the quantities a and fl in the matrix/5 (and /5--1), tWO 
(independent) choices for a and fl in Q and then also three choices for 6 and e in Q. This gives 
rise to 12 possible Jacobian matrices .4 = Q/5-1, and it is our aim to decide which of these has 
eigenvalues of the simplest possible form which are capable of being generalised to real gases, and 
unsteady and steady flows in two dimensions. As noted in Section 6, it is better to consider the 
matrix ~ =/5-1¢~ whose eigenvalues are those of A. We now determine .4 using the expressions 
for/5-1 and Q in (8.9) and (8.18), respectively, but where the pair a and fl in/5-1 need not be 
the same as those in Q. We, therefore, denote these choices as ap, ~p and aQ, ~Q, respectively, 
and hence, 
/ ° / aq-a 2 2flq _ fi ! 
4= (7 -1)  022 - aQ) l r ~p-~-- (~  - 2~Q) (~-l)~e " (8.19) 
L +~6 - ½o~ve J ("r - 1) 1 - 3~ L - -~pap + -~- 7u  -- 
Now, one of the eigenvalues of the continuous Jacobian is u, and the condition that we choose to 
impose on the averages in fi~ and hence .~, is that they have ~ as an eigenvalue. Comparing (8.19) 
with the matrices M and N in (7.1) and (7.3), respectively, shows that there are two identifiable 
cases. 
CASE I. Comparing (8.19) with (7.1), and the associated result, we see that A has ~ as an 
eigenvalue provided all diagonal terms are the same and equal to ft. Thus, 
tip = ZQ = p~,  
and hence, from (8.7) ap = a@ = u 2, together with 
("y - i) (~,2 _ O(Q) + 76 - 5O~pfi = O, 
(8.20) 
gives 
6 = 3flu -5 - 2~ 3. 
Since 
then, 
1 3~,~ _ 2~, 3 = ~ ( u3 + u 3) = ~,  (8.21) 
- -  _~,2  (~:U 3, ~=~ . 
Summarising: with the choices (8.7) for ~ and fl in both (8.6) and (8.10) for the expressions in 
Aw and Af, and thus in p-1 and Q, and the choice for ~ and e in (8.17) in Af, and thus in Q, 
we have from (8.8), (8.9), (8.18) and (8.19) 
(10 ix) ( 1 ? = - p , ? - i  = -~  
½u-2 D 2 (7 -  1)( f i2_  ½u-~) 
~= ~ 2N , A= "~-"~ ~ , 
- - -~  ~/5 
o o) 
1 0 
- (3 ' - i )~ ,  "y - i  
where we have used the identity (3/2)u 2 - fi2 _ (1 /2 )~ = 0. The eigenvalues of A are then 
A~ =~q-5 ,~,  i = 1, 2, 3, 
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where a 2 = V(/~/p) + (1/4)(Au) 2. (Note that we have simplified the term u -'~ - fi2 = (1/4)(Au)2 
using a---b - ab  = (1 /4 )AaAb with b = a.) The corresponding Jacobian matrix is 
.~ = ~/5-1 = 
0 1 0 / 
( :Y~) (u*) 2 (3 - "y)fi "y - 1 
- ~ -V f i  2 Vfi 
as an approximation to (3.3), whose eigenvalues are given above. In determining .4, we have used 
the identity 
2u 2 -~:uLuR- -  (u*) 2, 
where 
U ~ ~___ U~/g-~-~,  
is the geometric mean, together with (8.21) and (8.22). 
CASE II. Turning now to the second case, we compare (8.18) with (7.3), and the associated 
result, and see that fi, has fi as an eigenvalue provided sQ = fi2, and hence from (8.7), 
together with 
gives ~ = fi~p, and it is now clear that there are two ways that this can be satisfied, so that this 
case itself divides into two, each of which we now consider. 
CASE II(a). With c~p = u 2 so that from (8.7)/3p = tiff, then $ = flu 2 and hence from (8.17), 
_ :2  
= pu . 
Summarising: with the choice (8.7) for c~ and /3 in (8.6) and (8.10), respectively, for the 
expressions in Aw and Af, and thus in/5-1 and Q, and the choice (8.17) for 6 and e in Af, and 
thus in ~), we have from (8.8), (8.9), (8.18), and (8.19) 
I 1 0 0 I I 1 P p o , P-~ = -~ _ 
= 2N , 4= a , 
- 3 - =2 _~ 7/~ 
0 0) 
! 0 
- (V -1 ) f i  ") ' -1 
where we have used the definitions (8.4) and (8.13). The eigenvalues of ~ are then 
A~ = f i+b,  fi, i = 1,2,3, 
where again it is necessary to use (8.4), and where 
~2 ~/____t - 1 ^ ~(u - ~)2, 
which can be written, after expansion, as 
~2 = ~,~ + (APAu) 2 
~ ' 
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and these are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian .A = Q/5-1. 
CASE I I (b).  Finally, with C~p = ~2, SO that from (8.7) t ip  = /~v~, then 6 = fi3 and hence 
from (8.17), ¢ = flu 2. 
Summarising: with the choice (8.7) for a and/3 in both (8.6) and (8.10) for the expressions in 
Aw and Af, and thus in t5-1 and Q, the choice (8.17) for 5 and ¢ in (8.17) in Af, and thus Q, 
we have as earlier 
(100) /1 0 0) 
P ~ p 0 /5-1 1 0 
1-2  ~ ~-1  k (~-~?~-  (")z 1 )~ ")/ 1 ~U -- - -  
1 -3 - 3 - Z2 ' P ~ ~ + ~p~ o ~(p*)~(~u) ~+ ~ ~ +.y(~-  ~) 
, 
where we have used the definitions (8.4) and (8.15), and p* = pvrfiFfi-~ denotes the geometric 
mean. The eigenvalues of ~, are then 
Ai = ~±5,~,  i = 1,2,3, 
where 
1 7_  fi), 
= ~(3f i+ ~) + ~(u-  
a 2 = 7~ + (7 + 1)~(~ _ e)2 
fi 16 
+ ~(p*)2(Au)2 ,  
and one could use ~ - ~ = - (1 /4 )  (ApAu/p) in these expressions. 
In summary, we have identified three of the possible 12 choices of averaging which give ~ as 
one of the eigenvalues, and these are described above as Cases I, II(a) and II(b). 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
We have examined a number of arithmetic averaging procedures for the one-dimensional Euler 
equations for an ideal gas, and we have identified three which satisfy a particular eigenvalue 
property. In the future, it is intended to extend this work to include real gases, two-dimensional 
flows, and steady problems. 
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